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Preview of results. Let 91 be the algebra of linear operators on finite-dimensional

Hubert space 3tf. Let tj1 be a state on 91, i.e., there exists a positive semidefinite

(psd) operator P0 e 9t such that tr (P0)= 1 and for all A e 9Í, y]x(A) = trace (AP0).

The linear functional r¡n defined on the «-fold tensor product <g)n9I is defined by

setting r¡n(A1®A2®---®An)=r,1(A1T(A2---T(AJ)) for A¡e% where T is

some linear map sending 91 to itself with the properties that

(i)  T(A) is psd whenever A is psd, and

(ii) T(/) = I, where I is the identity operator on JÍ?. Ky will denote the set of all

linear maps constrained by properties (i) and (ii).

The theory of Markov processes gives rise to the following noncommutative

problem (so-called since the algebra 91 is noncommutative) : What relations hold

between r¡1 and T in order that the induced linear functional r¡n is, in fact, a state

on (g)" 91? §1 contains a more thorough discussion of this noncommutative

analog. Some of the results we obtain in answer to this question are the following :

If rg (T), the range of T is commutative, then rj2 is a state on 91 <g> 91 if and only if

P0 commutes with rg (T) (Theorem 2.3). Corollary 2.9, incidentally, says that it is

not unusual that rg (T) be commutative ; in fact, if we suppose that the linear

functional r¡n is a bona fide state for all n, and if ■^1() = trace (-Po) where P0 has

distinct eigenvalues, then rg (T) is necessarily commutative. We obtain a result

which tells us under which circumstances rjn is a state for all « given only that the

functionals i?i and r¡2 are states. In fact, if ^O) = trace (-P0), where Po is non-

singular (positive definite), then the functional ?/n is a state on <g>n 91 for all n if

and only if r¡2 is a state on 91 ® 91 and rg (T) commutes with rg (T*), where T * is

the Hubert space adjoint of T (Theorems 2.6 and 2.7).

It is to be observed that those operators T e ATX which induce a state i?2 on

91 <g) 91 is a convex compact set ^Vl, i.e., &„1={T: Te^ and r¡2 is a state on

91 <g> 91}. §3 is devoted to characterizing the extreme points of ^Vi for the case

where 9Í is the algebra of 2 x 2 matrices over the complex field.

1. Introduction. Let Xbe any abstract set of points f, and let I be an index set.

Q = X' will represent the product space whose points w are the functions from I
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to X. Suppose we are given a Borel field &x of sets in X. For fixed i e / and A e ¿Fx

define the set S(A; i) to be all points œ e Ü. such that w(i) e A. !F will denote the

Borel field generated by the sets S(A ; i) for i e I and A e ¿Fx.

Suppose pa is a probability measure on 3FX. Suppose p is a function of (|, A)

where i e X and A e ¡Fx such that

(i)   For fixed £ e X, p(Ç; •) is a probability measure on ¡Fx and

(ii) For fixed A e ^x, p( ■ ; A) is measurable with respect to the Borel field ^x.

Such a p is called a Markov transition function. Utilizing p0 and p, a probability

measure on J5" is defined as follows : Let A be a finite intersection of sets S(A ; i),

i.e., A = S(A1; ij n St^; i2) n ■ • -n S(i4n; *»)• Then

(l.i)    i(A)= f M^i) f />0ri;^2)f *«,;<*£•)•■■ f P(£n-i;dL)
Jill Jil2 J¿3 JA»

defines a set function ? which can be extended to a probability measure on sets

in &, where integration is from right to left. This construction is given in a more

general setting in Doob [3, p. 613, example 2.6].

In approaching this from a linear functional point of view, suppose X has a

topology and is compact so that the topology for Í2 = X' is the product topology.

Suppose, too, that I is countable. Let ^(X) denote the algebra of continuous,

complex-valued functions on X.

We define

/i ®/a®---®/»e«f(Q)

by

/l  ®/a ® • • • ®/„(«)  = A("l)/2(«>2) • •   /»K)

where each

/,£*(*),    ¿ = 1,2,...,«,

and

cu = (cul co2, ..., cun, o)n + 1, .. .)€ Ù <m X1.

Since these functions / ®/2 ®• • • ®/„, »=1,2,..., separate points of £i, the

selfadjoint algebra they generate is uniformly dense in ^(Q). If ^„(O) is the sub-

algebra of féYQ) generated by the functions/ (g)/2 ® • • • ®/„, then the measure

q defined in (1.1) may be identified with the following linear functional i?(n) on

ífB(Q).

/ ®/a®---®/»

(1.2) r /• r
-^   /i(fi)/>o(#i)    /„(&)/>(&; <%)•■•   M£M€.-ï,dfà

Jx Jx Jx

where integration proceeds from right to left.
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If we define the bounded linear operator T from ^(X) to ^(X) by

(1.3) T(/)(fo) = JVífíptfo ; de)       for all S0 e Z,

then it is to be observed that (1.2) assumes the form

(1.4) / ®/2 ® • • • ®/„ ^> ^(/iT(/aT(- • •T(/l.aT(/n))))),

where ^i is the functional on ^(X), r¡1:f-*(xf($)p0(di).

We notice that iffe<#(X) is positive (/(f)^0 for all Ç e X), then so is T(/),

and that 7(1*)= 1* where \xe<i(X) is the function whose value everywhere on

X is one. Moreover, t]in) is a state on ^„(0) for every n=l, 2,.... That is,

fooGO^O whenever ge^Q.) is positive and -ij(n)(ln)=l where lne#(Q) is the

function whose value everywhere on Í2 is one, and ■qin)l<em(íí) = -nim) whenever

n>m.

The general problem that we consider is the following : Replace the commutative

algebra ^(X) by a noncommutative algebra, 91, the algebra of linear operators on

finite-dimensional Hubert space, say. In this case, we will require that T be a

linear operator from 91 into itself such that T(l) = 1, where 1 is the identity operator

in 91, and T(A) is psd whenever A is psd. Thus, given a state ^ on the algebra 91,

we define the linear functional ij(B) on ®n 91 by

(1.5) r,w(Ax ® A2 ® • • • ® An) = Vi(A1T(A2 ■ ■ ■ T(An)))

for Ai e 9t, which is well defined due to the properties of the tensor product. Our

problem concerns the relations between the initial state r¡1 and the operator T

which insure that i7(n) is, in fact, a state on ®n 91.

If (1.5) defines ^(n) as a state, we shall say that ^ is «-extendable by T. If r¡M

is a state for all n= 1, 2, 3,..., then we say simply that tjx is extendable by T, or

T extends ^. In what follows, 91 will represent a factor of finite type (type Zn or

Z/"i). In this case, there exists a unique linear functional tr defined on 9t so that

(1) tr(l) = l.

(2) tr (aA) = a tr (A)       for all scalars a, all A e 91.

( ' '   (3) tr (A + B) = tr 04) + tr (B)       for all A, B e 91.

(4) tr (P) ^0       if P is positive definite in 91.

If P is a projection, then tr (P) = 0 => P = 0.

(5) tr (AB) = tr (BA)       for all A, B e 91.

By means of this functional, 91 is given a pre-Hilbert space structure by defining

the inner product.

(1.7) [A, B] = tr (B*A)       for all A, B e 91.

See Naimark [6, pp. 470, 489].
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®n 91 inherits a pre-Hilbert space structure, where for

A ® A2 ® • • • ® An, fii ® B2 ® • • • ® Bn e ®n 91,

we define

(1.8) Mi ® A2 ®- • • ® An, Bx ® B2 ®- • • ® Bn] = [Alt BMA* Ba]- ■-[An, Bn].

Extending linearly defines the inner product on all of ®" 91. Now suppose rj^-)

is a countable additive (c.a.) state on 91. From condition (4) of (1.6), ■q1 is completely

continuous with respect to tr ( • ). Hence the structure theorem of I. E. Segal [8]

(also H. A. Dye [4, Theorem 4, p. 268]) allows us to write

,,(.) = tr(-P) = [•,/>]

where Pisa psd operator in 9ÍC, the Hubert space completion of 9Í. P is closed and

densely defined.

The question arises ; given P e 9Í, where P is psd, then which positive-preserving,

identity-preserving (bounded) linear operators T from 91 to 91, extend the state

Vii')—1'> P]to a state Vin)(-) (see (1.5)) satisfying the following:

(1.9) Vi(AiT(A2 ■ • -T(A))) = [A,. ® A2 ® • • • ® An, Qn]

for all A{ e 9t where g„ exists in (®n 9QC and is psd?

2. The extendability of T. It is easy to establish conditions which guarantee

that T)in) is a real linear functional for n = 2. (r¡in) is real if and only if -q^H) is real

whenever H=H*.)

Proposition 2.1. T induces a real c.a. linear functional r¡2 on 91 ® 9Í if and only if

AT(B) — T(B)A belongs to the null space ofT¡u where T: 9Í -*■ 9Í is a bounded positive

semidefinite-preserving, identity-preserving linear operator, and r¡1 is a c.a. state on

91.

Proof. r¡2 is real if and only if for all A, B e 91

(2.1) [V2(A ® B)]- = V2(A* ® B*),

where [ • ] ~ denotes complex conjugation. That is,

(2.2) bi^JÍP))]- = 7)l(,4*r(p*))       for all A, B e 91.

But i?i is a state, so that

(2.3) MAT(B))]- = ri&ATiB))*) = 7h(T(P*M*).

Line (2.3) uses the fact that T: psd ^ psd so that in particular T(P)*=T(P*) for

all B e 91. Subtracting (2.2) from (2.3) proves the result. We are led to a fact which

will be of some importance later.

Proposition 2.2. If the induced linear functional r¡2 is positive then rg (T), the

range o/T, commutes with P, where t?i(-) = [-, P].
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Proof. On one hand,

VÁAT(B)) = [AT(B),P]

= [A, PT(B*)]

which follows since [AX, B] = [A, BX*] for all A, B, Xe 91, and since T(B)* =

T(B*) for all B e 91.

On the other hand,

(2.5) VÁAT(B)) = V2(A ® B).

Since t)2 is assumed to be a state, r¡2(A ® 5)ä0 whenever A, B are psd in 91.

From (2.4) and (2.5) we conclude that

(2.6) [A, PJ(B)] ^ 0

if A and B are psd. But this implies that for any fixed psd B, [ ■, PT(fi)] is a positive

functional, which is possible only if PT(B) is psd. The product of the psd operators

P and T(B) is again psd if and only if they commute, and hence, P and T(B)

commute for all psd B. Extending by linearity, we see that P commutes with

rg (T).

In what follows, 91 will be the full algebra of linear operators on finite-dimensional

Hubert space (91 is a factor of type In).

The next theorem characterizes the states which are 2-extendable by an operator

T, provided the range of T is commutative.

Theorem 2.3. Let % be a factor of type In, and let T e Ky. Assume, moreover,

that the range of T, rg (T), is commutative. Then the state r¡1() = [-,P]is 2-extendable

by T if and only if P commutes with rg (T), where P is psd in 91.

Proof. If 7¡2(-) defined by t]2(A ® B) = r]l(AJ(B)) is a state on ®2 9Í, then P

commutes with rg (T) as stated in Proposition 2.2.

Conversely, assume P commutes with rg (T). For all B e 91, we note that

T(B) = 2 IB, Pi]PXi

where each P¡ is psd in 9t, tr(P¡) = 1,/= 1,2,...,«,{PXl,PX2,. .., PXJ is a spectral

family of orthogonal one-dimensional projections for rg (T), which is commutative.

Now

Vl(AT(B))= [AT(B),P]

= [A, PT(Z?*)]

= 2 [A,P[B*,Pi]PXi]

= 2 [A, PPXt][B, Pi]
i = l

n

=    A ® B, 2 PPX¡ ® Pi
i = i
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Since P is assumed to commute with rg (T), P necessarily commutes with the

spectral family {PXl, PX2,.. -, PXJ. Thus, P ® 1 commutes with PXf ® P¡ for all

i= 1, 2,..., n, and the product of commuting psd operators, PPXi ® P¡ is again

psd. We conclude that 2?= i PPX, ® P is psd in ®2 91. Since tr QJ-1 pPXi ® P) = 1 »

Vl(AT(B)) = = r,2{A ® B)I a ® p, y pp*, ® pj

defines the linear functional rj2 as a siare on ®2 9Í, and the theorem is proved.

So far we have concerned ourselves with the question of 2-extendability of the

c.a. state ij^) by the operator T. Our next theorem demonstrates that if rg (T)

commutes with rg (T*), then 2-extendability is sufficient to assure n-extendability

of a state iji(-) for n = l, 2, 3,....

After this theorem is proved, we will prove the converse in that if the state

Vi(-) = [-, P], and the psd operator P has an inverse P"1, then every operator T

which extends the state iji(-) for all n= 1, 2, 3,... has the property that rg (T)

commutes with rg (T*).

First we prove

Lemma 2.4. IfT,a bounded linear operator from 9Í into 91, commutes with the

adjoint operation, then /{T) = f{T*)° where ß is defined by

(2.7) [f{T),A®B] = [T(A*);B]

for all A, Be % and Xo is defined for every Xe®2Viby

(2.8) [Xo, A®B] = [X,B®Ä\

for all A,Be<H.

Proof.

[/(T), A* ® B] = [T(A*), B] = [A*, T*(P)]

= YJ*{B*), A] = [f{T*\ B ® A]

= [/(T*)°, A ® B]

for all A, B e 91. Therefore, cf(T) = <f(T*)°, and the lemma is proved.

Lemma 2.5. For T a bounded linear operator from 91 into 9Í which commutes

with the adjoint operation, rg (T) commutes with rg (T*) i/ and only if ß(T) ® 1

commutes with 1 ® ¿/(T).

Proof. Note that /(T) e <g>2 91, and that 1 is the identity operator of 91.

There are two identities ((2.10') and (2.11")) we will need. We define an "opposite

operator" Q on ®3 9Í, (to be distinguished from the operator ° on ®2 9Í previously

defined) by

(2.9) [X°,A ® P®C] = [X, C®B®A]
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for all Xe ®3 9t and all A, B, Ce 91. That is

(A ® B ® C)ö = C ® B ® ^.

A relation between the operators ° and ° is given by

((iÍ! ® ¿a ® 1)-(1 ® Bi ® P2))o

= P2 ® ^P^ ® A1

(2.10) = (1 ® A2 ® ^0(^2 ® Bx ® 1)

= 1 ® (A1 ® ¿2)°-(Pi ® B2)° ® 1.

Extension by linearity tells us that for all X e Y e ®2 91, 1 e 91,

(2.10') ({X ® 1)-(1 ® Y))Q = (1 ® X°)(Y° ® 1).

We consider the other identity. For any state ■q1(-) = [-,P],

Vi(AT(B)) = [AT(B), P]

= [TÍA), A*P]

= [/(T), B* ® ^*P]

(2.11) = [/(T)(l ® P), B* ® A*]

= [B®A,(1®P)- f(T)]   since /(T) = /(T)*

= U®P,{(1 ®P)-/(T)}°]

= [A ® P, (P ® 1)/(T)0].

Now for P, we substitute PT(C). Hence, (2.11) becomes

(2.11') %G4T(PT(C))) = M ® PT(C), (P ® \)f(J)0].

Now if {P(} i= 1, 2,..., «2, is a basis for 91, then {Pt ® P,}, i,j=\,2,...,n2 forms

a basis for ®2 91. Let /(T) = 2 /■,/£, ® Py) ¿J= 1, 2,..., «2. Then (2.11') becomes

Vl(AT(BnC)))

=   2   ^ ® -ST(C)][PP, ® Et]
i,i = l

=   f  >vM,PP,][PT(C),Pt]

(211") "2
=   2  rij[A,PEi][T(C),B*El]

i.i = l

=   2   /■i,M,PPi][/(T), C*®P*PS]

=   f   ̂ [/i, PP,][C ® P,*P,/(T)]
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= 2 'iAA. PE&C ® p> (i ® Pf)/(T)]
l.i - 1

=    2   Z-iyM, PP,][P ® C, (Pf ® 1)/(T)°]' i = i

i4®P®C,   T   riiPEi ® [(£, ® 1)/(T)°]
ij-i J

i4 ® P ® C, (P ® 1 ® 1)( 2   r*A ® Pi ® l)(l ® /(T)°)j

= M ® P ® C, (P ® 1 ® 1)(/(T)° ® 1)(1 ® /(T)0)].

Now rg (T) commutes with rg (T*) if and only if

(2.12) [B, T*(i4)T(C)] = [B, T(C)T*(^)]       for all A, B, C e 91.

But the right side of (2.12) can be written

[B, T(C)T*(^)] = [PT*04*); T(Q]

(2.12a) = [T*(PT*U*)), C]

= [C*T*(PT*G4*)), 1].

Using (2.11") we obtain

Vl(C*T*(BT*(A*))) = [C*T*(PT*04*)), 1],

= [C* ® P ® A*, (f(T*)° ® 1)(1 ® /(T*)°)],

and by Lemma 2.4, this

= [C*^B0 A*, (fCT) ® 1)(1 ® /(T))].

On the other hand, the left side of (2.12) becomes

[ß, T*(^)T(C)] = [PT(C*), T*(i4)]

(2.12b) = [T(PT(C*)), A]

= [i4*T(PT(C*)); 1].

Appealing once again to (2.11"),

= [A* ® B ® C*, (/(T)° ® 1)(1 ® /(T)0)]

= [C* ® B ® A*, {(/(T)° ® 1)(1 ® f(T)°}°].
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Using (2.10')

= [C*®B® A*, (1 ® /(T))-(/(T) ® 1)]

for all A, B, Ce91. Comparing (2.12a) with (2.12b) we conclude that rg(T)

commutes with rg (T*) if and only if

(1 ® /(T))C/(T) ® 1) = (/(T) ® 1)(1 ® /(T));

that is, if and only if 1 ® ß(T) commutes with </(T) ® 1 and the lemma is proved.

We come to the theorem which gives a sufficient condition for 2-extendability

of a state 77^ •) to imply «-extendability of 771G). f°r all n-

Theorem 2.6. Suppose T is a linear operator from 9t to 91 where Te Kx. Suppose

rg (T) commutes with rg (T*) and that a state r¡y(-) on 91 is 2-extendable by T. Then

t)!(-) is n-extendable by T for all n= 1,2, 3,... whenever t¡1(-) = [-,P] and P'1 exists.

Proof. An inductive argument which imitates the demonstration of (2.11")

yields

VÁAj:(A2 ■ ■ ■ TÍA)))

(2.13)        = [Ai ®A2®---®An,(P®\ <8>-..<8> 1)(/(T)°® 1 ®---® 1)

••■(1 ®---®/(T)°)]

where ^ •) = [•, P] defines P e 91.

Now (2.13) defines a state on ®n 91 if and only if

(P ® 1 ®- • • ® 1)(/(T)° ® I ® • • • ® 1)(1 ® /(T)° ®- • • ® 1)
(2.14)

•••(1 ®---® 1 ®/(T)°)

is psd in ®" 91. We have assumed that iji(-) is 2-extendable so that we already have,

as a special case of (2.14),

(2.15) (P ® 1)-/(T)°       is psd in ®2 9Í.

Since (P ® I)"1 exists and is psd, and since /(T)° = /(T)°*, (2.15) obtains if

and only if ¿/(T)0 is psd also. To see this suppose P is psd and H=H*. Then

PH=(PH)* = HP=Q which is psd, and this leads to H=P~1Q=QP-1. That is,

Q, which is psd, commutes with the psd P _1, which is equivalent to saying that the

product, H, is psd. Thus every factor in (2.14) is psd. Since rg (T) commutes with

rg (T*), adjacent factors commute (Lemma 2.5). In any case, nonadjacent

factors will always commute. Thus, the product of commuting psd operators is

psd, which applies to (2.14), and the theorem is proved.

The converse, which follows more easily, is now given.
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Theorem 2.7. If the state r¡1(-) = [-, P] whereP'1 exists, andifrj^-) is n-extend-

able by T for T a bounded linear operator from 91 to 9Í, T e Klt then necessarily,

rg (T) commutes with rg (T*).

Proof. A proof can be extracted from the techniques of the previous proof using

(2.13) and Lemma 2.5, but a brief, direct proof exists, viz.

V3(A ® P <g> C) = Vl(AT(BT(C)))

= [AT(BT(C)),P]

(2.16) = [T(PT(C)), A*P]

= [PT(C), T*G4*P)]

= [B, T*(A*P)T(C*)].

Now 773 is assumed to be a state; also, whenever A, B, C are psd, then so is

A ® P ® C. Hence, (2.16) is nonnegative under these circumstances. That is,

for all A, B, C, psd,

(2.17) [B, T*04*P)T(C*)] S 0.

Since B runs over all psd operators, we conclude

(2.18) T*(i4*P)T(C*) is psd whenever A, C are psd.

Since TeKy we know that T(C*) is psd for C* psd. Setting C* = l, (2.18)

implies

(2.19) T%4*P) is psd for every psd A.

Thus, (2.18), which is the product of two psd operators, is again psd if and only

if the terms T*(i4*P) and T(C*) commute for all A, C psd in 91. By linear extension,

T*(i4P) commutes with T(C) for all A, CeSü. Replacing A with AP'1, yields

T*(,4) commutes with T(C) for all A, Ce SU, which was to be proved.

Having established necessary and sufficient conditions for certain states 77 j

to be «-extendable by certain operators T, we proceed to define the fully extended

algebra ®œ 91 with its fully extended state 77m.

For all «= 1, 2, 3,..., we shall identify <g>n 91 with a subalgebra of ®n + 1 91 by

the following map for all Ax, A2,..., An e 91;

Ai ® Aa ® • • • ® An -> Ai ® A2 ® • • • ® A% ® 1,

which, when extended by linearity, imbeds ®" 9t into ®n + 1 9Í. Thus we have the

ordered  relation  91 <= ®2 gic ®3 2tc ...   and   so   it   is   meaningful   to   define

®°°9l=Unœ=l  ®n9I.

Similarly, rj{n) considered as a set of ordered pairs is contained in ii(B + v since the

state %„+!), when restricted to ®n9t, agrees with ii(n). Hence 77«,=U"=i,?n is

defined on ®°° 9Í. From (2.13) and (2.14), we see that 17 „ is a state on ®K> 9Í.
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Let 9In be the algebra of linear operators on the «-dimensional Hubert space

Jf,t. Suppose the state t]i(-) = [-,P] is defined on 9in where P is psd in 9In and

tr (P) = 1. The spectral decomposition of P allows us to represent P by

k

(2.20) P = 2 Ai-^i       where Aj > A2 > • • • > Afc ̂ 0,
¡ = i

and Jtx is a subspace of 3tfn where dim (Jt¡) = nu and 3tfn=Jíx © J(2 © • • • © Jik.

Since the A¡'s are distinct, the only operators A which commute with P are of the

form

(2.21) A = A1@A2®---@Ah

where A¡ is a linear operator from J(l into Jii (an «¡ x «( matrix). Equivalently

stated, JfKAJ(¡=AiJiKJtj for all i,j=l, 2,..., k if and only if A commutes with

P=2fc Aj^j. By Proposition 4.2, and (2.21), we arrive at

Proposition 2.8. Suppose T is /¿«ear from 9I„ ¿«io 9tn a«ö* that TeI,. Z/" T

extends the state r¡1(-) = [-,P], then for all A e 9tn,

(2.22) T(A) = TM) © T2G4) © • • • © TfcC4)

where
k

p = 2 A¡-^i.     Ai > A2 > ■ • • > K ^ o

and T¡(y4) is a« operator from JiK into Ji^.

There are a number of observations to be made as to the implications of

Proposition 2.8. Since T e Ku each 1i(A) must be psd whenever A is psd. Thus, Tt

as defined by (2.22), is an operator from 9tn into 9In¡ where Tt(ln) = lni and

Tf e Kln¡, lni is the identity of 9In,.

Statement (2.22) does not say that T itself is a direct sum of operators, but the

range of T can be thought of as a direct sum. An interesting and easily obtained

corollary follows.

Corollary 2.9. Suppose ^i() = [-,P] is a state on 9in. The only operators T

which extend ^i(-)> necessarily have commutative range, where T e Ku if it is

assumed that the eigenvalues of P are distinct (of multiplicity one).

Proof. Since P = 2?=i Mw (2-22) implies that T(A) = 2Ui Ti(A)-PXi where T¡

is a state on 9tn. I.e., T(A) = Jif=1 [A, Pi]PXi where Pf is psd of trace one, and

2^ = 1-
The decomposition of rg (T) as given by Proposition 2.8 gives us a means of

establishing the structure of f(T), where [1(A), B] = [f(T), A* ® B] by definition.
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Theorem 2.10. Let r¡1(-) = [-,P] be a state on 9In and let T be a linear operator

from 9in into itself which commutes with the adjoint. Suppose P = 2íc=i K-^i where

Aj > A2> • • ■ > Afc>0. IfVl(AT(B)) = [A ®B,Q] for all g e <g>2 91, then

02 = fi(Ji)° ® /2(T2)° ® • • • ® A(Tfc)°

where T, is defined in Proposition 2.8 and [T¡(A), B] = [/i(T,), A* ® P] ífe/ney ft

for all A e 9tn, P e 9(nr Hence, for X1 > A2 > • • • > Afc > 0, Q2 is psd (T 2-extends r¡)

implies that /¿TJ0, f2(T2)°,..., fk{Tk)° are psd.

Proof.

Vi(AT(B)) = [AT{B), 2 V*«]

=  2 MV^-^TÍP).^,, AjUTj]
ipqrs

= 2 wJtiAJii-jijwjti, j(ù
i

= 2\ÍAii;Tt(B),jrt]
t

where Atj=Jt\AJt'¡, Ti(B)=J?tT(B)J?i by definition

= 2 A.miP), Aft]

= 2A'[^Ti)'5*®^*]
(2.23)

= 2 MP ® At, /¿T,)]

= 2 A^< ® 5> /<(T«)°] = [^ ® P, g]

by hypothesis. Now if for A, JtpAJiq is substituted into the second line of the

proof, we see that [JtpAJlq ® P, g]=0 for all /I, Pe9tn if p^q. That is, the

only i4 ® P which do not go to zero are of the form

(Ai ® A22 ® • • • ® Akk) ® P = 2 Pi ® ¿« ® P; ¿« = -^iA^i.

That is, [2 Pi ® (i^ii ® B), Q]£0 for all ^, P e 9in which says that g is itself a

direct sum of the form

g = PX ®P2®---®Pk,

where Pt is an «,« x «¡« matrix. Thus from (2.23),

[A ® P, g] = 2 [A ® P P] = 2 A<^« ® fi> ̂T')°J
i=i i=i

which says that P( =/"(TO0 as long as A¡^0; that is, for A¡ e{Al5 A2,..., Xk.1, Xk}, g

is psd if and only if P, is psd for each i, which obtains if and only if /i(T¡) is psd

and the theorem is proved.
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3. Extreme points of &Vl. We define the compact, convex set <W„1 to be all

linear operators T from 91n to 9ln such that T e Kx and T 2-extends the state

7?i(-) = ['> P] i-e-> rn(AT(B)) = r¡2(A ® B) defines -q2 as a state on ®2 91. Similarly,

^tr is the set of 2-extendable operators T which preserve positive semidefiniteness

and preserve trace.

If 91 is a commutative, selfadjoint (diagonal) algebra, then any T e Kx «-extends

any state r¡ on 91, for all «=1, 2,.... In this case, we could apply the result of

Ionescu-Tulcea [5] (see also R. R. Phelps [7]) which states (in a more general

setting) that the extreme points T of the convex set Kx are exactly the multiplicative

operators, i.e., T(AB) = T(A)T(B) for all A, Be SU.

We characterize the extreme points of W^, denoted ext Ç£Vl), for the simplest,

noncommutative case 9ln = 9t2, the 2x2 matrices. We will use some results of [2],

in the following.

Lemma 3.1. Suppose T e të^ and f(J) is positive definite. Then T $ ext (^„J.

Proof. Let /(T)=S£i \&{Xd, where {X,}f=1 is o.n. in L(H, H) and Af>0 for

all i. Choose «2 real numbers {e¡} so that 2 eiX*Xi = 0, which is possible, since the

«2 psd operators {XfX^fíx cannot be linearly independent in 9l=Z(ZZ,H).

Multiplying by a sufficiently small positive constant, we may assume

(3.1) max IfiJ ^ min A,.

Hence /(U) = J,(\+ei)^>(Xi); f(Y) = 2 (A, - ^(AT,) are psd operators and so

U, V: psd ^ psd [2, Corollary 2.2]. Moreover, U(l)=T(l)+e,.X?*i=l,

V(l) = TfT)-ei.r?Xt = 1       [2, Theorem 2.1].

We need only show that if T 2-extends rjX, then so do U and V. But from (2.14)

we see that since ß(\S)°, #(y)° are psd, they must commute with P in order that

P/(U)° and P/(V)° be psd. (That is, in order that r¡2 is a state.) But this follows

since ,f(U), f(y) have the same spectral resolution as /(Tl), and J(J) commutes

with P. The lemma is proved.

At this point, we turn our attention to 9In = 9I2 and present

Theorem 3.2. Suppose ^1(-) = [-> P] ¡s a state on 9t2. Then T is extreme in fé"„

if T(A) = u)x(A)P2l+Wy(A)PZ2, provided the eigenvalues of P=A1P¡,1+A2PZ2 are

distinct. Moreover, PZl PZ2 =0.

Proof. Since the eigenvalues of P are presumed to be distinct, we already have

(Corollary 2.9) that T(A) = üj1(A)PZi+w2(A)P!2 for states wx, u>2 on 9I2. T is

extreme if and only if these states are vector states and this concludes the proof.
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The other case remaining concerns i?() = [-, i-1] when the eigenvalues of Pare

equal, i.e., »?=$ tr (•). We may write

(3 2) jm-(T(Ell)  T(Ezi))
(3,) /(T)-It(p12)  T(P2J

where a basis is chosen so that T(PX1) (hence T(P22)) is diagonal. The operators

Py denote the unit matrices. We state a lemma which was proved by C. Davis

[1] for operator algebras.

Lemma 3.3. If Ai1 exists, then

\B*    Aj

is psd if and only if A2 — B*A1B is psd.

The matrix representation of /(T) is given by

IP        AX

\A*    \-P)

and is therefore psd if and only if

(3.3) P+A*jA Ú 1.

Lemma 3.4. Let

/(t)=C* i-p)
ifp-1 exists. If Te ext (í?tr), A¿0, then 1 -P-A*{\¡P)A = XPxfor some x, A^O.

Proof. Suppose not. \-P-A*(\¡P)A¿\Px means {\-P-A*(\¡P)Ay1 exists,

since we excluded the case where the psd (\—P—A*(\¡P)A) is either of rank 1

(equal to XPX), or of rank 0 (equal to OP*). Now it is verified that

(3.4) P + (A±eA)*^(A±eA) = P + A*^A+\e\2A*^A

if 1= —e. Now P+i4*(l/P)i4 is psd^ 1 by (3.3), and we have

(3.5) 1 -P-A* ± A = Q, psd

which is nonsingular by hypothesis. Thus

(3.6) min [g, Px] = a > 0,
X

by compactness of the unit sphere in 3tiP2, and

(3.7) max[^*-pi4,pJ = 2.
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Setting |£|2^ct/E, we have, for all x,

(3.8) H2^*^^] < M2Z g o = min [g,PJ ik [g,Px].

Thus, |e|2i4*(l/P)i4^1-P-i4*(l/P)^ if and only if

H2i4*^i4+P + ,4*^,4 ^ 1,

which says that

IP A + eA\ I       P A-eA\
(19) U—*       l-P)     and     U* + *A*       1-P)     arCPSd-

Hence </(T), being the average of these two matrices, is not extreme so T £ ext (^tr)-

Lemma 3.5. ^4=0, P_1 exists. TeextC^tr) i«en T(-) = tuA(-)l for some vector

state (x)x.

Proof.

«■Ç.K:,

assuming P=T(£'11) is diagonal. If T is extreme, Lemma 3.1 says that </(T) is

singular. P1 exists so that

—CD -CO-
which is not extremal unless A or /x=l. Thus T(Pu) = l or T() = wx()l.

Lemma 3.6. Suppose P'1 and (1 —P)"1 i/o «or ex/sr. The extremal T e^,. are

the antimultiplicative operators A -*■ U*AtU, or the multiplicative A -*■ U*AU for

U~1= U*, where A1 denotes the transpose of A.

Proof.

/CD

which is the only possibility for this case, assuming

p - T(£ll) = (o o)'
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i.e., the corner matrices T(Eti) = (fJxfi) and T is antimultiplicative. If

'-CD
is assumed, then T is multiplicative.

Lemmas 3.5 and 3.6 have been proved, where nonvoid examples exist. However,

no nonvoid example exists for Lemma 3.4. Suppose, in fact, that P'1 exists,

A¥=0 and P+A*(\¡P)A = \-\PX, O^A^l. If P"1 and (1-P)"1 exist, then the

trace of one of the operators P or 1 — P exceeds unity; say tr (P) > 1. Thus

1 < tv{p+A*jA\ = tr(l-APJ = 1-A S 1.

The first inequality is strict since A ̂  0, and a contradiction ensues.

If P_1 exists and 1—P has no inverse, then P may be represented by

Again tr (P) > 1 and the argument above yields the contradiction. We have proved

Theorem 3.7. The extreme points of&n, where r¡ = ^ tr are the operators

Tx:A^wx(A)l,       TV:A-+U*AU   or   TvA^U*AtU

where U*=U~1, and A* represents the transpose of A. The extreme points of ^„

where -q(•) = [•, P], P= AiP2l + A2P02, Ax^ A2 are the operators

Txy:A^ ojx(A)PZl+wy(A)PZ2,

where iox, wy are vector states and P2l PZ2 =0.
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